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Full Marks: 50 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks. 

Candidates should answer in their onn nords 

nd aihere to the nord limit us practicable.

All symbols are of usual significance.

Answer any five questions from the following: 2x5 10 1. 

(a) Enumerate all the subsets of the set S = {1, 5, 9, 0}. 

S= {1, 5, 9, 0; -9 T-93 7PÍG TCAT UM 

(b) Obtain the explicit functions for the following implicit function: 

-3x4 = 0 
Are these explicit functions single valued? 

(c) What is linear dependency of vectors? Explain with example. 

(d) Distinguish between global maxima and local maxima. 

Global maxima' 9 local maxima'-3 N) °1) AR PCAII 

(e) If the domain of the function y = 5+ 3x is a set {x| 1sxS9}, find the range of 

the function and express it as a set. 

(1) 1(a) At which values of x the function is discontinuous? 
(r-1(x +2) 

X -94 A7OT/(r) = -
(r-1)(.x +2) 

( Suppose labour is the only variable factor of production. Caleulate the average 
variable cost when average productivity of labour is 15 and wage rate is 60. 
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(h) Consider a two-good world with goods , and r, that sell at prices P 

respectively. Suppose that a consumer with moncy income M has the following 

demand funetion for x: 

Mp 

Show that if money income and both prices increase by the same proportion then 

the demand for the good will remain same. What is its implication? 

Mp 
Pi 

5x4 20 2 Answer any four questions from the following: 

1+2+2 (a) Derive the expression for a level curve corresponding to the utility function 

U =U(x, y) = x'y. Hence determine its shape and curvature. 

ICITT U =U(x, y)=xy-9 FTAS AT PUIK a7 ? 9 

3+2 (b) Show that in a two good world, expenditure share weighted sum of income 
elasticities is unity and show that the two goods cannot be "Superior 
Simultaneously. 

(c) Given the production function Q= KL and p = Rs. 4. P, = Rs. 8 derive the 

equation of the total cost function 

e TEPD Ti Q = K3L px = Rs. 4. p, = Rs. 8 AD 

(d) The marginal cost function of a firm manufacturing shqes is MC= 6+10x -6r? 
The total cost of producing a pair of shoes is Rs. 40. Find the total cost (TC) and 

average cost (AC) functions of the firm. 

Gei 9T FITA 21 C T RF1 MC = 6+10x -6x*. z 9 
FT 1 e AG 40 TTI 75 7 TATI CATT (TC) 9R STY TJ (AC) 

3+1+1 (e) Suppose the demand function is given by P =8-3q and the cost function is 

C3+2q. Find out the profit maximizing level of output and price. What is the 
amount of profit? 

41 5iRI P P = 8 -3q 9R 3 C =3+ 2q. PI ATAI5A 
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3+2 5 6 (0 Show that and X = are inverse of each other. 

5 6 
PTS A =| 5 10 

10 fao 

(i) Given C= and D= show that (CD) = D'C', where C 

denotes transpose of matrix C. 

$ , C3 4 
1 gx D=6 7 

a (CD) = D'C ARA 

3 Answer any wo questions from the following: 10x2 20 

6+4 (a) Specify the characteristics of the labour supply function of an individual having 
the utility function defined 
U = 48L+ LY - L where L denotes leisure hours and Y denotes income. What 

will be the nature of the labour supply function if the utility function is changed 
to U = LY? 

for a time period of one day given by 

g3FE 9RA TiTANfOT TTOTT U= 48L + LY-L' aIAL 

F1ICA1ITA ITPFTA TA ZT TTfTOI UI 0 U = LY ? 

(b) (i) Construct ordinary and compensated demand function for x, from the utility 5+5 

function u = 2x,x, + X. 

RCIC191 P (RITTX,-9 Ordinary R Compensatcd biRmIa ArP 

u =2.x,X+X 

(i) Show that ordinary demand curve will have greater demand elasticity than 
compensated demand curve. 

CR Ordinary iTSR 5RIa Compensated bfRmia-T 

(C) (i) Using matrix inversion method determine the values of r, Xz, X from the 5+5 

following system of equations 

for 
Goage 

4, +X -5x, =8 -* 

. 

. 

-2.,+3.r, + , = 12 

3r-x, +4x, = 5 
LIBRARY 
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